Index Nominum

BENEFITS
 Helps identify international drugs
by global trade and generic
names, synonyms, therapeutic
category, chemical structure, CAS
number, manufacturer, or country
 Contains contact information
for approximately 10,000
manufacturers and distributors
worldwide
 Carries global recognition as a
trusted, premier pharmaceutical
reference

An International Drug Directory
International travel is commonplace.

Electronic Resource

As patients travel across continents,
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§§ Generic substances

international drug directory.

§§ Global drug trade names
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Recognized worldwide, Index

§§ Chemical formulas

Nominum is an international drug

§§ Therapeutic classes

directory providing access to the

§§ Manufacturer information

largest repository of substances and

FEATURES
 4,584 substances and derivatives
 12,000 synonyms
 108,721 proprietary names from
more than
 12,000 manufacturers from 168
different countries
 CAS numbers
 Chemical structures

the world.

Easy Access to Manufacturer
Information

Quickly locate information about a

information for manufacturers across

derivatives from 168 countries around

drug’s generic name, global brand
names, synonym, therapeutic category,
chemical structure, CAS number,
country, or manufacturer with Index
Nominum.

Convenient name and address
the globe enables easy identification.
By entering a manufacturer name as a
search term, the system will isolate and
display a list of drugs handled by that
specific manufacturer.

 Therapeutic classes
 ATC codes
 Molecular weights

Product Spotlight
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For more information
Send us an email at truvenhealth.com/global
or visit globalhealthcare@truvenhealth.com

ABOUT TRUVEN HEALTH ANALYTICS
Truven Health Analytics delivers unbiased information, analytic tools, benchmarks, and services to the healthcare industry. Hospitals, government agencies,
employers, health plans, clinicians, pharmaceutical, and medical device companies have relied on us for more than 30 years. We combine our deep clinical,
financial, and healthcare management expertise with innovative technology platforms and information assets to make healthcare better by collaborating with our
customers to uncover and realize opportunities for improving quality, efficiency, and outcomes. With more than 2,000 employees globally, we have major offices
in Ann Arbor, Mich.; Chicago; and Denver. Advantage Suite, Micromedex, ActionOI, MarketScan, and 100 Top Hospitals are registered trademarks or trademarks of
Truven Health Analytics.
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